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Abstract
The research comes to solve the extent of influence that can be caused by the fit strategies to
business ethics for quality management over the approach to the competitiveness.
The objectives of the study are as follows:
- Identify the trends and qualitative dimensions of the principles of business ethics and the
possibility of support and to be assigned in the application process.
- Diagnosis of ethical principles and qualitative dimensions that influence improving the
competitiveness of the fit direction.
Despite this the study being a theoretical study, trying to reach a preliminary step to a
scientific concept of dimensions of quality and ethical principles as its foundation, and finally
propose a model to study “The Fit” between Axis the qualitative and moral.
Importance conclusions more: There is a need to link the central business ethics and the
approach to Quality management, or to say that there is a missing link between the two Axis,
can be achieved through the Integral framework towards achieving the "The Fit" between the
two Axis, which is an important pillar in the work, objectives and plans required to improve
the performance and competitiveness. While the Recommendation that: the study proposes
the, "the fundamental principles of business ethics of the “Total Quality Management" based
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on proposals theoretical frameworks to the approaches of selective business ethics and the
human rights entry and the theory of distributive justice and the single entry and then the
virtue entry and ethics.
Keywords: Business Ethics Strategic, Total Quality Management, Competitive Capability
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Introduction
Products of high-quality are considered the foundation and goal that Being described as a
strategic goal can be reflected on the results of the Strategy for companies, in particular those
dealing with environments which are dominated by competition. The ethical responsibilities
are considered a quality management task that depends upon the company by strengthening
its ability to compete.
Miller stresses on a case for many of those interested in, when he showed that the causes of
decline in the share market for many companies, is due to Focus on traditional management
concepts "profits, bonuses, cost" in addition to looking at the results in the
short-periods(Miller, 2007)
From the foregoing we can understand that the strategic location of the Target quality is what
led to the adoption of contemporary management skills to tell us things as nobility,
confidence, a tendency towards ethical orientation of the decisions and actions, however, it
requires that managers Focus all their attention to the values and ethical considerations in the
implementation of Objective qualitative strategic, and this reinforced the Emergence of the
concept of total quality management, and shows such an interest in theory in conjunction
with the Department entrance moral (Chen and Williams,1997)
That has raised the interest in the field also in the evaluation of the reasons for the success of
many international companies.
The success of Total quality Management objectives (TQM) lies in the formulation of a clear
understanding of relevant environment aspects, and determines the suitability of ethics and
moral principles regarding the dimensions quality requirements of the application of the
"total quality management."
Based on the above, which highlights the importance of this study, and develop a
methodology for the consideration given to what is expected from its modest contribution to
the unfolding theory to the subject of strategies, ethical and Total Quality Management in
addition to its contribution in the transfer of those features represented by the nature of
"appropriate" between the dimensions and principles of the Axis, and here is This study bold
modest contribution in the field of fertility, is in dire need for further research.
Consistent, the current study, and despite being a theoretical study, trying to reach a
preliminary step to a scientific concept of dimensions of quality and ethical principles as its
foundation, and finally propose a model to study the appropriate Axis between the qualitative
and moral.
Trying to study the research adoption framework inductive and deductive we adapt a
methodological framework which is as follows:
1. Define the problem of the study and its importance and its objectives.
2. The interrelationship between quality and business ethics.
3. Strategic directions for total quality management.
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4. Strategic directions for business ethics.
5. The Fit between business ethic strategies and total quality management approach.
6. Model Suggested
7. Conclusions and Recommendations.
1. Define The Problem And Importance of Study and Objectives:
1.1. Define the problem of the baseline study, it is necessary to look at the relationship
between quality and ethics in the light of theoretical models that link the relationship and the
method of promotion, as an integrated vision of the problem is subject to the nature of the
model adopted in the study, which could take pictures the following:
1.1.1. The following sample shows that the culture that produces quality culture of the
organization which provides the content or the window that is created when the
organizational climate(Kant,1997) as shown in the figure(1).
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Figure1. Cultural quality and culture of the organization and its relations
The approach to "Total Quality Management" can not succeed without preparing many of the
most important requirements; especially the organizational climate which is dominated by a
positive culture cooperation and partnership, innovation and support.
The problem is that model dimensions and the principles adopted in the process of
interdependence, as they do not give a clear vision for how to follow up the impact of each
one of the trends mentioned "qualitative and strategies ethical," as it does not assess the
weight of the appropriate issue among themselves and the impact on the final results.
And notes that the studies focus on the dimensions of the approach to the Total quality
management can not only pay off if appropriate to the ethical principles of the strategy.
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1.1.2. In order to achieve the objectives of in the growth and expansion and construction of
the organizations they realized that there is a relationship between quality and ethics(Chen
and William,1997,pp.855-865) and this relationship support the world of quality (Deming) in
a series of relationships which is shown:
Quality
strategy
management
Upgradin

Job

More

Producti

g the

continuity

work

vity

ability of

and

ability

Climate ,orga
nization
values and

Figure 2. shows the relationship and interdependence Between quality and organizational
ethics
This figure shows where the process of interdependence in the light of the organization
expectations in the similarity between value and goals with the values of quality and strategic
objectives, and here lies the problem in the light of the data, the model is based on the
assumption that the climate and organizational values greatly influence by the environment of
the Organization through the entrance to quality management strategy, but do not indicate any
signs of the presence of fit direct Axis and determine the dimensions and principles of the
moral influence, but stems from the factor values and change perceptions that it is important
trends in the internal environment of total quality management, which improves the
productivity of the company to serve the trend towards better performance and
competitiveness in order to achieve the objectives of the company's growth and expansion
and survival.
1.1.3. Including that the state the fit cases commonly found in the link between the central
administration the total quality management and strategies ethics, and therefore a model of
the impact of mutual is an urgent need, therefore, the current study primarily aims to Find
integrated model tries as much as possible to achieve the status of Alignment of the tow Axis ,
the essential study problem lies in following the dimensions of total quality management in
the moral strategies, but how to achieve adequate fit between the parties to the appropriate
equation, the question remains, which has no decisive and clear answer in the theoretical and
empirical field, depending on the current information this study attempts to solve this
problem:
* How does the strategic decision-makers to business ethics at the entrance of total quality
management?
* Is there a strategic vision to develop the qualitative dimensions of Total quality
5
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management?
* Does the senior management in contemporary organizations have clear perceptions about
the basic principles of ethical strategies and priorities to establish and rank?
* Is the appropriate between dimensions and total quality management strategic principles of
ethical correlation and mutual influence towards the achievement of good performance and
improve competitiveness?
1.2. Importance of the study and its objectives: the business ethics subject in the developed
countries acquire a strategic importance which reflected clearly not in what studies and
research of their jurisdiction, but it extended to the reality of the work of those companies in
practice.
The researcher believes that developing countries, still face problems of their origin which is
linked to the existence of a distinct lack of quality and its dimensions and its role for
companies in those countries to be an incentive to rush towards the disclosure of benchmarks
that can be is used by industrial companies and service organizations in order to find its place
in the midst of competition.
Based on the above we address the extent of influence that can be caused by appropriate
strategies to business ethics for quality management over the entrance to the competitiveness.
Based on the above we can determine the objectives of the study as follows:(a) Identify the
trends and qualitative dimensions of the business ethics principles and the possibility to
support and assign the application process. (b)An attempt to explore the scientific bases for
the concerns of the ethics theoretical subject, business and strategies, as well as qualitative
dimensions of the entrance to the Total quality management, so as to devise and develop
ideas we have tried to find points similarities or difference with the view of the researchers
and specialists through what we have established of a clear methodology and what we have
done of the theoretical analysis, the contents of this effort aimed at establishing a new
understanding of the meaning regarding the principles of fit business ethics to the approach of
Total quality management and scientific content of the variables and their own to achieve
good performance and competitiveness.(c)The Diagnosis of ethical principles and qualitative
dimensions which influence in improving the competitiveness towards the fit .
2. The Interrelationship Between The Quality And Business Ethics :
Many studies and research that surveyed the area and qualitative analysis of the concept, the
quality in today's hyper-competitive and diversity of products or services provided and the
tastes of the growing consumer demand.
This research consider the criteria of quality from a economic point of view based on the
nature of the relationship between macroeconomic and administrative theories, we find the
subject of quality in the ideas of
(Stewart 1967 -1981) (Taylor1915-1850,) (Gibert1924-1868) a milestones of interest spread
across the stages with the development in the fields of industry and its different periods, is
6
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deemed the efforts of the statistical (Pearson) to apply the law of statistical in (1939) in
consolidation Metrology Industrial control quality, which has become recently a part of the
industry and one of the milestones in the development of attention to quality, and in the light
of these important emerged trends in different quality depends on the point of view the
method used, first, highlight its importance within the vision of moving toward task managers
processes variables and many dimensions in the production process affect the quality of the
product, and this theory is presented on the assumption that through increased productivity,
and this is what was determined previously that the experience of a higher productivity and
economic development is the use of quality.
The other approach, represent the view of the customer about what is desired and what he
needs and requirements to achieve the very foundations of the relevant ethical principles and
strategies under the concept of social responsibility(Kant,1997,pp.83-86)
In order to understand the previous perceptions, we found it appropriate to shed light on the
content of the concept of interdependence between quality, ethics and strategies in the context
of recent trends through a process of comparison between the concepts of quality according
to the entrances of the economic trends of contemporary and earlier in the light of the link to
quality with moral strategies, and concentrated comparisons in the light of the model put
forward by (Tobin) in focus, accountability, measurement, terms of reference, orientation, and
the table (1) reflects trends comparisons(Tobin,1990).
Table(1) Comparisons between the actives of quality under the concept economic theory and
ethics
Activity

Focus

Responsibility

Direction Within the Concept
Economic Theory
* On the demands of
Management
* On manufacturing
* Quality of narrow interest
* To achieve Profits
* Reduce Errors
* Hide Quality Indicators
* Do not Accept The Change

Specialty

*Group is Responsible

Measurement

* Quality as a Single Property
* Inspection identifies
Unacceptable

Orientation

of

Total

Direction Within the Concept of Ethical
Approaches
* The Wishes of Consumers
* All Departments
* Quality Becomes a Way of life
* The Profit and other Goals
* Zero Defect
* To Disuses the Quality of the
More Obvious
* Accept the Change
* The Establishment of Task
Forces
* An Important Quality, MultiProperties
* Must have every Person
Trained by Method and
Quality Standards
* Long- Term Results and Striving
To Improve Processes
* The need for Quality Competitiv

* The Department Strives to
Achieve Short- Time Result
* The Quality is Function
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On the other hand it was proved by the studies of experts for quality (Deming, Juran) that
more than (80%) of the causes of deviation in quality affecting the productivity of the
responsibility of senior management and, if so, without desire, and senior management
leadership can not be acquired for this activity(Jurn,1988).
It is useful here to cite what he says (IshiJawa) about the senior management study quality,
and refers to the relationship between quality and ethics based on the concept (Kaszen) which
confirms the continuous improvement of business and focus on improving the quality of
people, and that the objectives of quality is the goal of every manager to being an important
competitive (Ishikawa,1985). and questions to (Smith) the President of General Motors Corp.
about the importance of quality and its strategic role he speaks they no longer process control
or inspection, but it is a strategy a moral in the company and take precedence over other
strategic objectives, and therefore the quality is one of the social responsibilities the most
important for senior management as they relate to the culture of the organization and its
ability to compete (Milakovich,1991).
So it's a methodology to achieve coherence and substance of the relationship between quality
and ethics in the light of contemporary concerns centered two-way, confirmed by the studies
(Hedgeits,1994; Weihrich,1994) First, deals with what lies beneath the concept of "total
quality management" entrances and dimensions, which could be clarified as follows:
1.2.1. The signal of (Vijay) emphasizing a focus on qualitative dimensions of the base on
which to proceed in building an efficient quality management to improve performance and
competitiveness (Vijay,1985).
1.2.2. The objective of the study requirements and the needs of the market, according to the
opinion (Harrison) is, in essence, identifying the entrance to a contemporary of total quality
management can be the product or service to improve the competitive ability of the
company(Harrison and Janice,2003).
1.2.3. Understanding the process of production and attract the attention to all the processes as
(Terrence and Allen) concluded is the need for reality and a vital part of the basics of total
quality management(Terrence and Allen,2001).
1.2.4. Those who study the books on contemporary trends on total quality management will
notice the insistence of the writers toward the moral interest in identifying the appropriate
strategies (Steeples,1994).
The second axis that fall under the concept of moral strategies, and philosophy can be
annotated in their application as the following:
1.2.1. It has become a business in accordance with (Thomas) in ignore of the impact of the
principles and elements of ethics, quality, and build understanding of the requirements for an
efficient Total Quality Management to accommodate the needs and desires of the according
to the consumer(Thomas,1993).
1.2.2. The other prove is choosing appropriate systems and appropriate in the total quality
management towards the achievement of social integration and promoting coherence through
8
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the use of business ethics, which leads to the stability of staff and activities to achieve
efficient quality of work(Steeples,1994,p.74).
1.2.3. (Murphy) continues in his study to the conclusion, that the modernization of
information systems improve the chances of collecting the information needed to achieve an
approach in which knowledge changes prevailing in the wishes and needs of consumers in
order to change the general position of the company towards the achievement of this desire,
as the consumer is really the basic ethical in quality management in their plans and programs
(Murphy,1999).
1.2.4. The study, carried out by (Lee) to the conclusion that the managers focus to address
relevant problems or link to climate or trust regulatory and normalization and organizational
gaining importance, given that these problems stands usually an obstacle to the possibility of
improving the company's ability to compete, and the focus of this attention focused on the
requirements of improve the participation of workers, form a team work, commitment,
acceptance, problem solving, innovation(Lee,1993).
3. Strategic Directions For Total Quality Management
(Crosby) defines "Total Quality Management" as a structured way to ensure that the activities
of industrial companies or service, intended to prevent problems by creating a structured
behavior management(Crosby,1989). With the increasing importance of quality strategy,
increased attention by managers of international organizations towards changing the way
their departments, if they wanted to build a ground competitive, as it became clear that most
managers in the world look to the ethics of a way to address the problems of quality and the
trend towards business ethics as a matter of strategy, and this will require radical changes in
the way managers approach to quality (ASQC,1986).
To confirm this the of the American Society for Quality Control (ASQC), indicate that more
than 80% of the administrative leadership has realized that there is a relationship between
quality and ethics, the same studies indicated that this ratio between quality and productivity.
And support this relationship world quality (Ishikawa), and this is what was discussed earlier
in which able the individual to learn the systems of quality control for this, the main goal of
this relationship in an attempt to deliver the picture of the individual to the organization's
culture and image of the Organization of the culture of the individual(Ishikawa,1985,p.29).
It is clear from the above, that the objectives of the operations in lower cost and delivery of
good and fast and use of systems and techniques of production may be achieved from the
impact and the role of "total quality management" as the process by which the individual
acquires models and behavior of Technology or a possession of synthesis indicate, and
administrative organizational units both become able for the disposal of some of the trends
that keep him that it would be a bad influence he brought from the external environment that
are not consistent with the orientations of the organization.
And thus managers become in need for new ways of thinking to serve the consumer, they
should choose or devise or after a set of dimensions by which discuss the quality as moral
strategy(Steeples,1994,pp.73-75).
9
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This is consistent with the interest of business organizations to achieve the following
objectives(Mayo,1991).(a) Promote and achieve the satisfaction of consumer desires and
needs.(b) Acquire and enhance competitiveness.(c) To achieve strategic goals of the company
on long ranges.
And continue with these ideas were (Water) suggested that quality, begins with the
knowledge of what it needs the consumer through marketing research and development
towards the study of ethic works and focus on the principles and determine the dimensions
that can be relied upon to design and build a moral satisfaction of people(Water,1991).
We have found in focusing on the requirements of consumer a base which we can build on
them in determining the dimensions of adequate quality to be a measure of the entrance to
total quality management and a path towards competitiveness, is such a perception in line to
the wide limits with the view of the majority of Japanese manufacturers since (1950) and
beyond (Deming,1982).
At the same time the researcher found that the American Society for quality control (ASQC)
in the context of its view of the quality did not diverge from imagining the former from the
fact that quality is not only the shape and qualities of the overall product appropriate to the
specific needs and it emphasis on the needs of consumers are not only the driving force for
the strategic choice of quality representative dimensions of competitiveness, and that the
company pursued a strategy that it should develop a competitive dimensions of quality,
through a conscious awareness of business ethics and values to meet the requirements of
consumers and their expectations(ASQC,1986,P.8).
Based on the above, the researcher did not find exhaustive model agreed by the researchers to
identify a variety dimensional portal "Total Quality Management " for the fit strategies ethics,
but we are in the construction of our model study, we tried to focus on points of agreement
targets that achieve the greatest possible degree of inclusiveness, sponsors that such property
is theoretically available to acquire practical importance, as follows:
3.1. Context quality:
Content as expressed in (Linkow) by the prevailing climate in the company which represents
the philosophy and organizational culture(Linkow,1989). in a study of (Don) the prevailing
environment in the company, stressed that it had the basic rules by showing people how to
behave in more times, and the position or direction of moral General of the act(Don,1988).
In this regard, stressed the same author that managers should be aware that whatever made
them the technical and sophisticated equipment, they are not enough, if not reflect the values
and beliefs prevailing in the company by the workers and people of the importance prefer the
good quality presented to the consumer, especially when the workers are the real key to
quality, and the degree of development and improvement of quality and achieve the results
will be gained when special senior management trust the efficiency of each worker in his
creations and his contributions in quality work.
In light of this, the company should pay attention to that quality which is the element of
10
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power based on their strategies as (Glenn) called it of embracing personnel attitudes and
values, and innovation, in order to identify all that is possible to be achieved higher levels of
quality, and stressed that it requires the generation ahigher levels of cooperation and cohesion
because this situation will happen as an organizational commitment as well as the desire to
follow the instructions and procedures restricted down(Glenn,1985).
3.2. Empowering Employees:
Empowerment is giving employees the authority to implement the work required by his
position within the organizational structure, so the success of "Total Quality Management” on
the ability to influence Organizational behavior and to achieve the positive balance in the
words of (Tom and Austin), and in order to become the administrative practices of moral
successful in supporting quality strategies to improve competitiveness, (Rosabeth) confirms
that the contribution of the individual worker's activities in support of quality, through
acquired skill and experience through training, and providing the information and moral
support to help him achieve contributions lead to the development of quality
activities(Rosa,1989).
The importance of research reflected on the "Empowering Employees" with interest by
several authors in the attempt to meet the needs assessment and proof of individuals by
making their work more challenging tasks and give them greater responsibility.
The researcher role here is to emphasize the importance of empowering employees as
one-dimensional quality to the fact that this dimension means the contents of individual
interaction in the group with mental, emotional and social well with the senior management
team, the administration should give special interest because he represents one of important
topics in the process of competition.
3.3. Communication quality:
Perhaps (Ishikawa) is the one who clarified the concept of staff communications on a broad
basis, he outlined that they constitute two frames, the first collaboration (the staff affect
decisions but they do not they make it at the end), and this includes their rights to receive
information and provide advice and proposals and the right to openness and to object to
decisions, but The second type, it is the dialogue (conversation), and here are their rights of
veto
and
rejection
of
the
provisional
and
participation
in
decision-making(Ishikawa,1985,p.29).
Communication activity between staff enhances the coherence of the group and team spirit
when it is content-oriented goals and plans.
To achieve this, the researcher sees the need to identify successful communication processes
in the areas of ethics quality work according to the following:(a) Giving the opportunity to
interact through the establishment of teams and through a collective feeling that is born of its
members in a spirit of cooperation, to enable them to learn their vocabulary.(b) Guide the
interaction between individuals to open dialogue and discussion of each factor with other
staff and each department with other departments to analyze the implications of their actions
11
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in the light of their experience to identify problems and find solutions to them.
And communication is not curing medicine to each disease, but its use is expanding rapidly to
achieve the advantages and purposes, among the advantages in the application as follows
(Don,1988,p.38):(a) help the process of effective communication in quality to achieve the
essence of the human individual in the consuming of the company and improve the efficiency
of the planning process.(b) Communication creates the process of compatibility between
knowledge and knowledge of senior management departments, other departments in the
nature of its activities towards creating harmony and common understanding about quality.(c)
Communications can appropriate information to link the efforts with rewards and application
of incentive systems and this is what creates new aspirations and stimulates the development
phase of quality.
3.4. Eliminating Barriers:
One of the issues and the basic facts in the qualitative behavior, that there are problems and
limitations and obstacles during application and some of them are the following:
3.4.1. (Rosabeth) Pointed out that the question of the low level of quality, due perhaps to
focus on control and correction after the occurrence of the disorder, and this generates a weak
commitment by management about the activities of quality, what is required from the
administration to emphasize the prevention of an imbalance and act in accordance with the
principle of "Make it right from the first time"(Rosabet,1989,p.34).
3.4.2. The perception of quality is the responsibility of a specific department, pursuant to the
erroneous and disabled, and is true that quality is the responsibility of all of his relations to
operations, includes multiple responsibilities in manufacturing, engineering, marketing,
procurement and therefore For sections are all contributing to the achievement of
tasks(Schroeder,1989).
3.4.3. The belief that quality is limited to inspection is unacceptable, Quality is a strategic
aim of which company to improve competitiveness, and this requires an understanding of
senior management quality assignments, and its one of their responsibilities.
Thus, what was viewed previously is to account for important dimensions of the necessary
"Total Quality Management " philosophy and content are a reflection of the reality of actual
business ethics and attempt to discover the impact on the performance and improve
competitiveness may not reach the limit inhibitor of the Whole, as could arise from factors
other dimensions, either by dynamics of environmental variables and their interactions or the
impact of various technological developments and the fever of competition.
What have been briefed of interpretations of researchers and was concluded in purported or
extrapolation remains our view, which offers purely theoretical gain credibility in the
treatment field.
4. Strategic Directions For Business Ethics
Meaning of moral in language is Religion, Attitude, Generosity and nature and which implies
12
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the power of entrenched will tend to what is good or evil.
The historians specifically Aristotle, who came up with the first ethical theory, is built on the
basis of "virtue", and the moral virtue that is subject to the mind and can be acquired with
training and practice. And justice in the thought of Socrates is to regulate the standards
superior virtue, while justice in Plato means "equality" and end against the ethics, the concept
of justice is governed by three sets of values are the individual organizational and social
values and form of these groups, the so-called rules and ethical behavior.
Our assessment of the ethics depends on not on the purpose of this narrative history of the
entrance, but the reference to the link with total quality management principles or ethical
behavior which expressive and stimulate on improving quality.
During our analysis we have not found a scientific research to help us to conclude that
awareness of work ethics is reflected on the reality of the organization and planning its
relationship concerned with total quality management. In today's society we appreciate that
the issues and cases of deterioration in most companies due to the nature of the relationship
between the manufacturers or service providers and their customers and this leads us to a
crisis imposes itself related to ethics, quality work, while we find that corporate managers
tend to link these issues and cases to the expectations of customers who grape their attention
to it had to be characterized by the decisions of managers strategy and plans, the expectations
of the ethics of quality and how it relates to the practical reality in senior management and the
relevance of this concept to the values of the individual and organizational values and social
is easy to understand management of the administrative process and contribute to the
achievement of its objectives, which also facilitates the creation of organizational climate
Collaborating product, which provides for the creation of an atmosphere of relations
environment organization with the spirit of understanding and cooperation.
In addition to that view, and to be able to distinguish between ethical and unethical to be
presenting the most important entrances ethical still important and relevant to our study as
follows(Machold and Ahmed,2004).
4.1. Selective Entrance Utilitarian (Utilitarian)
The focus of this approach on the ends or goals, is an approach that concerned with the final
outcomes, that the work of managers under this approach leads them to search for possible
effects of the acts and actions to achieve the benefit and deliver it to employees, and in this
field, (Barnard) says, "What he means" that the goal of the organization must be morally and
this must be the moral purpose embedded in the fabric of the organization he means, the
purpose of doing actions should not be of an ethical purpose but the objectives should focus
on the quality of the product or service, not profit(Grant,1997).
In the view of (Sawyers and Williams) that senior management determine the factors and
ethical standards that guide managers in all levels(Roth,1993,p.38). if the purpose or goal to
improve the quality of the product or provide the best service in terms of moral, the initiative
must be from senior management to focus on the moral values within the organization. And
develop a sense of the public understanding of ethical issues in accordance with the concept
13
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of Aristotle.
4.2. Entrance of Rights: Ethics (Kantion)
This approach focus on the basis of philosophy (Kant) and the term universal rights derived
from the Greek word we mean the duties and obligations, any legal validity according to the
logic of implementing ethical rules. It is our duty not to harm others because of "the right
thing by working" and to not violating the rights of others(Kant,1997,pp.83-86).
This helps us to issue provisions on the harmonization of behaviors and decisions made by
others with the principle of equitable distribution of the other according to the concept of
(Socrates), and download the burdens and costs by all individuals and groups, and this
entrance make varieties imperative mission to illustrate the concept of moral rights of the
behavior of the ethical within the concept of total quality, which focus the following:(a) The
strain and pressures resulting from the efforts of others caused by the normal processing of
objects by people.(b) The act or the work which is a result of the humane treatment, you do
not own the others.(c)Pressures as a result of consumer demands and the needs of customers
according to their wishes because of individual freedom, rational possibilities, and the correct
moral choice.
(Kant's) theory starts within the entrance of the philosophy of "good will" "Careful" and the
concept of guaranteed good quality, the idea is applicable, with good practices such as the
right of life, in select the product or service required, protection and safety risks of the
product, credibility in the quality of reliability and performance, private property, respect the
views of the public demands, to provide your own beliefs and desires according to delivery
(Kant,1997,p.85).
4.3. Theory of Distributive Justice: the Ethics of (Rawlsian)
Seems that the theories mentioned do not confirm the principle of justice in the work ethic
under the changing circumstances faced by organizations of work, which led to the
development of a perspective more effective based on two contemporary theories of justice
within the concept of ethics (Rawls's), constitute the first theory the idea of integration
between ethics and technology progress by (John Rawls) in 1971, and second, the justice that
takes precedence in the founding of the Society, participation comes to ethical factors which
derived from the concept of equity and justice appropriate, Integrity, Agreement, equality in
distribution, both of these to achieve the benefits of human and distribution of fair share
(Rawls,1971). and managers running these principles in the exercise of the powers and the
performance of duties and bearing the responsibility of everyone and their sense of that
quality work is the responsibility of everyone to achieve strategic objectives.
We believe that the training program will contribute to establish the value of justice on the
basis of reason and logic in the business organizations of the strategic qualitative dimension
and the consequent concentration of justice in the fabric of the organization and its life to
overcome the problems most productive or service sectors.
4.4. Single Entrance: Ethics (Robert Nozick)
14
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A model for the evolution of moral and ethical at the individual level, the primary value of
this approach is the choice / freedom Layer (Nozick) (1974), which is one of the most
important requirements for building community, and society in his view is to take or thread
individually and collaborator of the founding and growth of the national
economy(Roth,1993hired by the Union former USSR, has deployed a team of U.S. interested
in the qualitative study on the qualitative development and productivity, and concluded that
the substance caused by the movement of reconstruction to improve the quality of products
and services. This gives any person the ability to judge what is right or wrong and
discrimination, the fact that the principle of cooperation to achieve wealth, income products,
services.
4.5. The Entrance Of Virtue In Ethics: (Virtue)
It is appropriate to shed light on this subject, in addition to our prior reference to that virtue in
the moral theory of ancient origin and philosophy of Greek, discussed this entrance by a large
number of authors interested in quality one of them (Alasdair Macintyre, 1981), which added
to the concept of related properties, The first one is "reflect the
excellent"(Chen,1997,pp.855-865).or "do it the first time" as a philosophy (Crosby) and the
idea of morale, courage, self-moderation, in addition to the concept of justice.
In (1994) there was broad acceptance of this concept or the definition and the support that
(Childress), which springs from that Virtue is the basic swab or property of the task, one of
the virtues of social values and business in general practice is good and the harm and the
requests are all concepts we have learned "how to think(Childress,1994), and that individual
requests that organizations strive for it, is one of the most important basic principles to
achieve balance in the quality of thought and the legal relations between groups in society.
In our awareness to continue what catches the interest of specialists in this field, the above
approaches of morals represent the beginning of the cursor in the development of a
perception of those entries and principles regarding the Total quality management dimensions
with an observation of the results that are reached depending on the completeness, or
limitations of these studies and the entrance and methodology in processing and analysis of
the material.
Those processors that tried hard to address the issue of confusion between the qualitative
dimensions of quality management and ethics that must be consistent with the policy of the
Organization and senior management to participate effectively in the formulation of quality
not only to ratify it.
As its customary in the morals of operation management that focus on qualitative dimensions
important for the differentiation of product or service if the company wants to improve their
competitiveness,
And provides for studies that focus on this aspect can not pay off only if relevant to business
ethics, and this was confirmed to us in the concerns and the commandments of the American
Society for quality control provided by the U.S. company, demanding it in the application
confirmed that the mission of quality and a problem that administrative ethics and strategy at
15
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the heart of the concerns of senior management and have precedence in the strategic
objectives of operations management in general and quality management in
particular(Steeples,1994.pp73-75).
This means that the philosophy of these approaches ethics is an approach to understand the
structure of a number of ethical principles with a specific objective, taking into consideration
the relative importance of each dimension of the qualitative dimensions of the entrance to the
Total Quality Management in this direction, and this explains the presence of a reciprocal and
a link between these principles and variables and qualitative dimensions.
So we find in the formulation and determine the scope and ethical nature and principles the
essential content of the “Total Quality Management” activity and this is what we found,
consistent with the view of the both (Frigenbaum) inviting him to control the overall quality
and (Crosby), who calls his philosophy to the "absence of errors" (Zero Defect) and continue
with (Deming), who went far beyond to the stage of the principles applied and how that can
be transmitted to the practice in the business field.
We can notice from the above that the overlap is clear between the philosophies to put the
researcher farther to proceed in laying the theoretical frameworks that focus field process, we
found the appropriate presentation of the framework theory to achieve what we went for a
focused discussion of the views of progress in addressing the issue of ethical principles of
objective quality.
And it will be offered towards the theoretical insight and rectify the contents of perceptions
and views of both (Deming) and (Crosby) :
4.1. Philosophy of (Deming):
Philosophy of (Deming) concentrates on management practices with respect to quality and
ethics and the competitive position, without focusing on the quality itself, and it philosophy
seems clear by explaining the reasons for low quality and style of response.
Based on the foregoing, the researcher will address (Deming) approach in a summary as
follows(Deming,1982,p.8).(a)Achieving a very constant quality improvement in order to
remain within the circle of competition and continue to work there must be a goal or
objective to improve the performance and competitiveness based on the qualitative
dimensions and principles of business ethics and require the following: (i) Knowledge of
current and anticipated problems in the future. (ii) Develop assignments to long-term
planning. ( iii) Allocation of resources for research and education and maintain equipment
and tools.(b) Understanding the new reality to the requirements of production systems and
modern services and the idea of integration between these systems and information
technology, this does not accept the normal levels of errors and the presence of Rejects.(c)
Being away from the widespread inspection by the alternative of statistical evidence, as well
as commitment to ethical principles that are based mainly in the quality product designed to
serve the customer and their desire to achieve.(d)stop the act of baying items of lower cost ,
and the adoption of quality standards and the creation of delivery systems and build good
relations with suppliers.(e) Find in depth the causes of problems: the duty of senior
16
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management is to work consistently in all areas and the relevant sections of quality, for the
purpose of identifying the problems in order to determine the qualitative dimension which
provides the management tool in solving problems or limitation in order to achieve relevance
with ethics to be followed in the Organization which satisfy the customer and before that
market.(f) Initiative the ways of modern training at work and provide the staff trends and
ethical approaches that require compliance in quality work through the training.(g) Find
modern methods of supervision and responsibility of supervisors to make the first
development and update of quality, leads to the achievement of specific objective.(h) Remove
fear and create an atmosphere of frankness and discuss the obstacles and quality of work
between senior management and employees.(i) Remove the barriers between departments and
sections of the company and make the workers in the research activities and services and
production team one understand the "good governance" and "The idea is applicable",
"protection and safety," the risk of the product.(j) Remove barriers that stand between the
workers and their right to pride and boasting what they produce and their plans and goals by
side senior management.(k)Adopt an approach to "quality awareness" training and rates of
digital exclusion and the search for development aspects of other goals.(l) The expression of
the above Axis practical mechanism led by senior management.
4.2. Philosophy of (Crosby)
The philosophy Crosby is based on a concept calls for "learning proficiency" rather than
learning how to contain the amount of the error, and this comes in line with what went by the
entrance of ethics (Kant's), which starts his theory on the basis of "Careful" and "the right
idea due reflection “which requires workers to struggle to make their output conform to the
specifications. Crosby said that the responsibility of poor quality in most American
companies is due to managers because they do not want quality and they also want their other
functions.
It seems that the lack of ethical orientation is due to the following reasons(Detoro,2003).
(i)Exercise the process of developing a centralized form of quality decisions, without taking
into account the participation of others, because the process of improving quality is a
cooperative nature, and it comes on top of ethical principles.(ii)The managers feels that the
issue of quality can be to entrust to others, if this is proven true as an entry within the entry of
moral rights, senior management should participate in decisions and a sense of quality
workers in individual freedom, quality work is everyone's responsibility.
In light of the above in order to ensure "Total Quality Management" to achieve its freedom
from errors "due to the high quality of its product, it seems useful to be taken into account the
ideas that came out (Crosby), which is summarized as follows:(a) To emphasize the role of
senior management in order to ensure that the program of "freedom from mistakes" is the
correct approach, and thus reduces the cost and quality is an important basic task.(b) To
encourage the style work teams that contribute to the achievement of the principle of "do it
from the first times" and enhance this approach direction entrance moral individual who
brought him (Nozick) and the entrance to his philosophy of virtue "meditation broad" or
"excellent idea meditate before practice. (c) Building standards for quality in all sections of
17
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the company including the company's commitment to target the required specifications, and
this is consistent with the direction of the entrance in utilitarian ethics, which emphasizes
senior management to determine the ethical standards that guide managers in all levels.(d)
Work to find new ways to supervise the workers and make their responsibility to achieve the
required quality.(e) Awareness and attention toward quality episodes, a group of workers
involved in the process of study collaborative ongoing aims to detect problems that obstruct
the march of the work quality and work to provide appropriate solutions as well as their
participation in the development of plans and objectives, and is this trend represent the other
evidence from an ethical view which emphasized the theory of distributive justice that
(Rawlsiam) came up with.(f) Initiative to develop new methods for training and education for
all employees.(g) Adoption of the committee system and promoting awareness and qualitative
assessment for its positive ramifications for workers(h) Development goals: is claimed by
both a supervisor or the President, working in the oath or popularity to set a goal and seek to
achieve through a specific time period, provided that this will help the target to achieve a
remarkable development in the area of quality and production, and in this particular
emphasized of ethics principle in transition this option.(i) senior management and employees
should claim to research the problems, constraints and effects of relevant quality
environmental, and identify and find solutions and proposals to them, and this idea represents
entrance of moral transition to search for possible effects of the acts and actions internally
and externally and delivered to all employees.(j) Remove barriers that stand between the
workers, and work on discrimination of workers among themselves according to their
interests and levels of performance in this direction.(k) Board of Quality: This included a
group of advisers and experienced in the field of quality, meets periodically to discuss ideas
and existing developments in the field of quality.(l) Work on the sustainability of this
approach to become the sanction of the general attitude of the organization and its way
towards progress, if it was not specific performance of the company or organization it will
not improve its production and the company will lose the competitiveness, and this was
confirmed by "Barnad" When he supported the concept of the moral entry " meaning as " that
Objective of the Organization must be ethical and should be the target embedded in the fabric
means that you should not provide the means to make ethical and objectives by focusing on
quality, not profit.
The researcher found in his presentation of these two philosophies appropriate framework for
an intervening all the concepts entrances ethical aforementioned "utilitarian, rights, justice,
freedom, virtue," to reflect the on perceptions of the field of strategic ethical development to
fit dimensions of Total quality management, without justifying this only under the pretext of
the scarcity of models or philosophies, but we saw what we offered of the entrances and
philosophies related to the link of quality which administered by the comprehensive
development of the basic principles and strategies to business ethics and quality target, which
represented a central aspect of our model is the default mode to move toward the side of the
field.
Thus, we found appropriate to present basic principles, characteristics and traits in order to
achieve this overlap and the link between the Axis of moral and qualitative. This has been
18
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reviewed in detail in tables(2-7) to serve the objectives of the analysis and interpretation, as
follows:
Table 2. The first principle is "Do not harm"
Moral
Principle

The character according

Sequence

To moral approach

Sequence

ac according

according

to Deming

Crosby

a
to

Selective approach focuses on the principle
of the relationship between senior leadership
and staff in developing policies and plans in
accordance with the environmental changes
Not
Harming

of quality in the area requires it to provide the
personnel trends and ethical approaches
through training and learning for the purpose
of avoiding any potential harm. And support
the entrance to justice, and commitment to

E, F, H, J

AA, C, L

address the trend of rights and duties and
powers applicable to the concept of the idea
expressed by the entrance of virtue by doing
good.

Table 3.The second principle: "fairness and justice"
Moral

The character according

Principle

To moral approach

Sequence

Sequence

according to

according

Deming

Crosby

to

The entry of rights focuses on engaging processors and
salesmen and all those working relationship with the
decisions of the quality. While across the entrance of
Fairness and
Justice

justice provides the resources and necessary facilities

A, D, G, J

F, H

for work and the participation of all employees in
planning and goal-setting and within the entrance of
virtue, he stressed the need to apply the principle of
fairness in the work.
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Table(4)The third principle of "transparency"

Moral
Principle

The character according

Sequence

Sequence

according to

according to

Deming

Crosby

A, I, F

B, E, F, M

To moral approach
Stresses on utilitarian entry in the application of the feedback
principle, while focusing entrance rights to the credibility and
respect for the opinions of the requests from the public, either
the entrance of justice stresses the encouragement to go to the

Transparency

teams and the principle of cooperation and discrimination
working as a right and pride, and put the entrance to the
individual concept in this direction, and this is what we found
Appropriate when the recommended entrance virtue to tell the
staff with all information that can teach them how to think.

Table 5.The fourth principle: "voice"
Moral

The character according

Principle

To moral entry

Sequence

Sequence

according

according to

to Deming

Crosby

Perhaps the most affirmed approach is selective
utilitarian entry purpose or goal and here lies this
philosophy towards building a curriculum that calls
for a qualitative approach is the work of organization
Voice

A, G, J, K

L, H, M

and others to respect this objective. And harmony with
the entrance of human rights in one of the issues
raised by hearing the views of others and to discuss
quality more than the obvious. The entry of justice
demands others to express their ideas and hear their
voice and what's appropriate.
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Table 6. Fifth Principle: "integrity"
Moral

The character according

Principle

To moral approach

The

selective

entry

calls

for

raising

Sequence

Sequence

according

according

to Deming

Crosby

to

the

importance of the quality objective, as it focused
on the development of mutual trust with all parties
and understanding between departments in order
to resolve all the problems. Showing the same

Integrity

trend entry justice principle of good service, and
confirm the entrance of individual choice on

J, M

A, M

individuals convert to a form in the conduct and
behavior to determine what is true of each error,
and taught us the entry of virtue of good moral
and obligation of conduct takes us away from all
the methods of cheating and fraud.

Table 7.Principle VI: "attention and care"
Moral
Principle

The character according
To moral approach

Sequence

Sequence

according to

according

Deming

to Crosby

A, G

A, D, F, J

The selective entry cites the quality objective importance with
the accepting of the fact that any increase in cost is
unacceptable/while the entry of human rights present giving
workers the right attention and care both by locating the
Attention

necessary powers. Justice entry trends that there is no difference
between individuals and the responsibility of quality work is the

and

responsibility of everyone. Thus comes the entrance of virtue to

Care

confirm the account that your plans take into consideration by
the owners

5. The Fit Between The "Strategies of Business Ethics" and "Approach to Total Quality
Management ":
After characterizing and identifying the strategic principles of "Ethical Business" and
dimensional quality "to the approach of the Total Quality Management," according to what
was previously displayed in the past researches and responded to complete the theoretical
side to our subject, we offer the concept which we named by the "title" which will highlight
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the contents "The Fit" between the two Axis previously mentioned that the current study - in
the research problem - targeted mainly searching for a model integrated as much as possible
to achieve the fit case among the pivotal study and to answer its questions.
(William) points that the subject of the fit was applauded by researchers even though its still
in its infancy, especially in the field of strategic management or research in the field of
business ethics, in this lies the importance of appropriate in this field to the following
(Tom,1985; William,2005).(a)Shed - Study of the fit - light on the possibility to identify the
components of strategy, being studied, and ranges of application.(b) Set - study of - the fit the dimensions and factors or principles became an impact on the achievement of
compatibility between some strategic decisions regarding the diversification of its products
and the conditions of the surrounding environment.(c) The failure reasons of some business
organizations, primarily in the inability to achieve compatibility between some of the factors
relevant to the fit administrative problem required to study.
Thus, what we presented, our appreciation is mainly led to theory Interests widening in
addressing the objective of convenience to come study of (Camillus) a significant milestone
in this direction by providing a presentation the fit schools, as follows(Camillus,1984;
Kate,2007).
5.1. "Strategy Formulation School"
5.2. "Strategy Implementation School"
5.3. "Integrated, Formulation Implementation"
5.4. "Network School"
5.5. "Strategic Choice School"
5.6. "Gestalt School"
We have found in the focus on the "Strategy Implementation School" and" Gestalt School"
the importance that fit with our approach concepts to "The Fit "in this study to be a way to
improve competitiveness. Including of the posed variables accounted for practically the
pillars of the items of interest in our study the fit and may view the concerns of researchers in
the framework of these two schools confirms what we have studied earlier.
(Daniel) recalls in his study of the importance of the fit factors between countertrade and
strategic activity.
(Charies) attributed the successful competition for some U.S. companies to achieve the fit
between the culture of the organization and strategies(Carrels.1999).
(George) found that the best performance is achieved through the fit technology on the one
hand and the activities of the organization, strategy framework, and leadership on the other
hand(George,2001).
The study (Skinner) to a group of American companies in order to achieve the fit strategies
and decisions between the quality and management enhances the company's success and
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gives it a competitive advantage.
Studying (Kopelman) theories recalls that we should work to the fit between the dimensions
of quality object and quality management and decisions if we want to comply the needs and
desires of the consumer(Kopelwan,1990).
(Toyner) raises the concept of the fit in reconciling the elements of the organization and its
strategies(Toyner,1997).
From the foregoing we can conclude that what has been written about the Relationship
between "Strategies of Ethical "and "Total Quality Management ", is still in the process
concerns the theory - and this is what we stated earlier - and which could be adopted is an
approach to the establishment of empirical studies dealing with models hypothesis in
discussing the subject of the fit.
At this point our study come to a very critical point which is to measure the "The fit between
strategies immoral business and the approach to" total quality management "and its impact in
improving performance and competitiveness.
Perhaps in that we have put forward in parallel with contemporary research in the area of
interest in our study.
It should be noted here that the attention of researcher theoretical concept to The fit targeted
new approach crystallization in how they can improve performance and competitiveness of
the way between the strategies appropriate ethical and quality management approach.
This approach focuses on the basic idea that improved performance and competitiveness of
firms is determined in the light of the exploitation of the strengths of aspects of the internal
environment, and perhaps we can use aspects of the external environment, but we confine
ourselves to aspects of the internal environment to reflect the changes for improving
performance and competitiveness, responding to do fit process and reflected by our model.
(Boseman) sets those aspects of the superiority of the company's competitor in variables, type
of service, innovation, distribution and delivery.
(Bamberger) sets that the role of the ability to support and promote competitive advantage
and put the resources and skills that are characterized by the company, which means all the
conditions and possibilities that are characterized by the company (Bamberger,1989).
For (Cleuck) he accompanied it with activities; marketing, distribution, production, personnel,
finance, research and development, organizational structure (Glueck,1988).
In this context, (wheelen and Hunger) proposed three variables essential in the analyzing and
diagnosing the strengths of the business which is the organizational structure, culture and
resources.
On these basis researchers, found in (Bamberger) and (Cleuk) contribution to the unification
of efforts in the company in a framework that includes all activities which, in addition to its
application that works in different businesses, keeping the objective and subjective
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parameters.
6. A Model Study
The study of basic research variables elaborated in Figure (3), which represented the basic
principles of business ethics and qualitative dimensions to the approach of Total Quality
Management, as clarified by researchers earlier, required the establishment of a model
reflecting the potential for the fit them with the measurement of the impact of these the fit to
improve performance and competitiveness, and our direction in the formulation of the model
is based on the following assumptions:
6.1. The possibility to measure each of the strategic principles of business ethics and ever
dimension of quality to the approach of Total Quality Management and community sponsors
or solo, is such aspect available in theory it gained the importance in the treatment of applied
field where there are requirements of the study and areas of application.
6.2. The consistent of variables with environment characteristics, the researchers require the
preference of some study parts to be applied in industrial organizations.
6.3. Comprehensive model and the possibility of testing.
The current study adopted by the researcher in the diagnosing his problem led to one
diagnosis which was determined through deduction and induction trends of senior
management on the basic principles "for Business Ethics" and qualitative dimensions to the
approach of "Total Quality Management ", and the extent of support and assigned to a test of
the fit between them and the impact on competitiveness, the conclusion above can be
strengthen by proving the credibility of the model of this study before major change which
will be an important pillar in the treatments applied, so have contributed to this study and the
model in providing a conceptual framework for the decision maker with regard to identifying
the most important decisions in building the efficient management operation. And it will be
able to answers the questions raised and raised in the problem of the study.
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Business Ethics Strategies
And
Approach to Total Quality
Management

Qualitative
Dimensions to Total
Quality Management
Approach

Strategic principles for
Business Ethics
*Not harming
*Justice
*Transparent
*Voice
* Integrity
* Attention and care

*Quality content.
*Workers
Authorization.
* Communications.
*Removal
of
Impact

The

Fit

Impact

Improve
the
performance
Competitive Capability

Human Capital Culture Marketing

and

Production

Figure 3. Model study

7. Conclusions and Recommendations
This study represents an effort modest by the researcher to answer the questions the problem
of the related study towards the characterization of a central core principles "ethical business"
and qualitative dimensions "to the approach of the department overall quality" which have
been submitted in accordance with the methodology of studies of fundamentalism, was
intended to researcher, first, expand the theoretical knowledge existing in the field of
"business ethics" and "quality management college" in the potential attempts to apply the
field, and second, to provide scientific information that benefit management companies in
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taking the necessary decisions on the "The Fit" between the principles of ethical business and
qualitative dimensions and the reflection in improving the performance and competitiveness.
Through the extraction and stability we have diagnosed and determine the reality of the Axis
variables of the study above, in addition to the diagnosis and identification of indicators to
improve performance and competitiveness.
Based on the diagnosis, the current paragraph is the epitome of the efforts of the researcher,
including the findings of the study results and conclusions of the theoretical basis for it; it is
also at the same time representing the base for the development and formulation of
recommendations.
7.1. Conclusions: These include a summary of the theory of concentrated as follows:
7.1.1. That the study methodology in light of contemporary concerns centered in two-way,
first, deals with what lies beneath the concept of "dimensional quality to the approach of total
quality management, the philosophy and application, and based on this concept in the
framework of concepts and modern models to the concept of "The Fit" in theory between the
Axis and their impact on improving the performance line and improve competitiveness.
7.1.2. There is a need to link the central business ethics and the approach to Quality
management, or to say that there is a missing link between the two Axis, can be achieved
through the Integral framework towards achieving the "The Fit" between the two Axis, which
is an important pillar in the work, objectives and plans required to improve the performance
and competitiveness.
7.1.3. The study indicates the need to focus on the requirements for consumers as a rule can
build upon them in defining the principles in the "business ethics" to be the fit by improving
the competitiveness of the target, and such perception is in line to the wide limits with the
view of the majority of global organizations.
7.1.4. The process of identifying qualitative dimensions to the entry of "total quality
management" of the most prominent responsibilities of senior management, which should
derive from the nature of the events and activities and objectives of the strategic planning
process for the company thus its decisions.
7.1.5. This means that the philosophy of this administration is the gateway to understanding
the structure of these dimensions, and this explains the presence of an interactive process led
by "The Fit `between these dimensions and ethical principles.
7.1.6. In order to facilitate the task of implementing the foregoing, the study indicated the
need to focus on the philosophies of "Crosby" and "Deming" in a suitable way to reflect the
perceptions of a leader in the field of ethics of work without justification for this limit
ourselves under the pretext of the scarcity of models or philosophies, but to tell us point of
what our offer has comprehensive and rear positions to achieve the fit requirements.
7.1.7. The study confirmed that the approach which was adopted by the researcher in the
diagnosis of his problem led in the light of many of Administrative Studies, who paid
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attention to its subject in a precise diagnosis of the trends of the organizations and senior
management on ethical principles the fit to the dimensions of quality to the entrance of
quality management with the strongest effect in improving performance and competitiveness,
which have been developed a group for the purpose of the questions to be answered, the
results reported that these questions are designed objectively and accurately, as most of the
analysis found the answers to these questions.
7.1.8. The conclusion above can be supported, through the credibility of the model study, as
achieving and addressing the problem and objective of the study to identify how to follow up
on each Axis on the performance and competitiveness, also to give an assessment and weight
to the issue of "The Fit" with each other, so contributed to this study provide a conceptual
framework for the decision maker.
7.1.9. The study confirmed the reliability of the variables "do not do harm, fairness and
justice, transparency, sound, integrity, attention and care" to represent the basic principles of
business ethics. Diagnosed as study variables "quality content, enabling employees,
communication, remove barriers" to represent the qualitative dimensions of total quality
management.
7.2. Recommendations:
Supplemented to the imperatives of the study, we will discuss in this paragraph, a set of
recommendations and proposals that can help departments researched companies in
improving performance and competitiveness through the achievement of the fit between the
principles of business ethics and qualitative dimensions of the Total qualitative dimensions,
and that relying on the results and conclusions of study raised previously as follows:
7.2.1. Importance of adopting a model illustrated by the study in the light of the different
quality assessment activities in accordance with ethical principles and dimensions of quality
and the fit between its tow axis, improving performance and competitiveness can not be done
in isolation from the relationship between those variables.
7.2.2. The study includes a specimen requires the attention of some companies if they want to
improve their performance, and here we must focus attention and be aware of the importance
of "The Fit" between these Axis.
Among the recommendation is to achieve "appropriate" as follows:
7.2.1.1. strengthen the relationship between co-workers, since workers would receive moral
support from their colleagues at work when developing new innovative ideas to improve the
quality of the product or service.
7.2.1.2.establish an independent unit to obtain information from the environment and analyze
them.
7.2.1.3. give an extensive power to quality managers in the amendments to the plans and
participate.
7.2.1.3. confirm the principle of cooperation and consultation between administrations and
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departments with regard to performance.
7.2.3. The researcher recommends the need to detect and diagnose accurately, and other
variables studied addition to these variables and elements and determine their impact in
improving performance and competitiveness.
7.2.4. The study proposes the, "the fundamental principles of business ethics of the “Total
Quality Management" based on proposals theoretical frameworks to the entrance of selective
business ethics and the human rights entry and the theory of distributive justice and the single
entry and then the virtue entry and ethics, and insight into the contents of the philosophy of
"Deming" and "Crodby" to address one of the Axis the "The Fit" to the approach of total
quality management, and corporate business to have an objective point of view to
accommodate these principles, which affect the possibility of improving the performance and
competitiveness.
7.2.5. An attempt to harness the indicators to improve "the performance and competitiveness"
(production, marketing, culture, human resources) and for the benefit of the development
organizations in the competitive position that is consistent with perceptions of future.
7.2.6. Within the framework of future studies, this study suggests the need for studies that
represent an initial attempt to the areas of new knowledge within the fields of operations
management of strategic management in particular, with regard to the concepts of principles
of business ethics and qualitative dimensions of the task to the entrance of quality
management and appropriate them and indicators a better performance and competitiveness,
and this is a necessity to repeat this study and its dimensions or add other variables in the
industrial or service sectors may be preferable to use the model adopted in the study, in order
to work on solving the problems of these sectors in improving the quality of the products or
services and to achieve competitive commodity or service.
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